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Abstract 

Background: In light of the COVID-19 pandemic and the health crisis left in its wake, our goal is to develop 
extensive machine-learning techniques to provide a clear picture of the treatment, and possible mistreatment, 
of specifi c patient demographics during hospital triaging.

Objective: We aim to reveal whether a patient’s treatment and hospital disposition is related to the 
following attributes - Emergency Severity Index (ESI), gender, employment status, insurance status, race, or 
ethnicity which our 100 MB dataset included.

Materials and methods: Our work is separated into two parts - the classifi cation task and data analysis. 
As part of the classifi cation task, we used the k-Nearest-Neighbor classifi er, the F1-score, and a random forest. 
We then analyze the data using SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) values to determine the importance 
of each attribute.

Results: Our fi ndings show that signifi cance varies for each attribute. Notably, we found that patients 
with private insurance programs receive better treatment compared to patients with federal-run healthcare 
programs (e.g. Medicaid, Medicare). Furthermore, a patient’s ethnicity has a greater impact on treatment for 
patients under 40 years of age for any given ESI level. Surprisingly, our fi ndings show language is not a barrier 
during treatment.

Discussion and conclusion: We, therefore, conclude that although hospitals may not be doing so 
intentionally, there is a systemic bias in hospital triaging for specifi c patient demographics. For future works, 
we hope to aggregate additional patient data from hospitals to fi nd whether specifi c demographics of patients 
receive better healthcare in diff erent parts of the United States.

Introduction
Background and signifi cance

Ever since the advent of hospital triaging, and now 
prominently within the past few years of the COVID-19 
pandemic, bias, implicit or not, has affected how patients of 
different demographic groups are prioritized for emergency 
room admissions, medical supplies are concentrated, and more. 
Understanding the underlying causes of this phenomenon and 
exactly how this can favor selecting demographics over others 
is crucial to creating a fair, effective, and bene icial method of 
triaging patients, especially in underserved communities.

Currently, over 80% of hospitals employ the use of the 
Emergency Severity Index [1], a ive-level triage tool used to 
help medical practitioners allocate resources. The ESI takes 
into account acuity (the level of nursing care needed by the 
patient) and resource needs. Previous studies [2] found 

that certain minorities receive a higher ESI level (thereby 
fewer medical resources) than Caucasians, leading to unfair 
treatment of patients despite the same symptoms. In 2009, 
the American Hospital Association reported the following 
survey data in which hospitals reported which triage system 
they used: ESI (57%), 3-level (25%), 4-level (10%), 5-level 
systems other than ESI (6%), 2-level or other triage system 
(1%), no triage (1%) [3].

Problem statement

Within the past few years in the midst of protests, 
awareness acts, and get-togethers, the demand for decreasing 
discrimination at all costs has been on the radar. Research has 
shown individuals of African American descent are 3 times 
more likely to be victims of police genocide [4]. In addition to 
racial inequality, other factors such as age, gender, and social 
status have had a vast prominence against moral standards. 
In economic standards, women are estimated to be spending 
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twice as much time doing unpaid work compared to men [5], 
via skewed job selectivity standards. While women comprise 
nearly half the workforce, they still continue to earn only 
a fraction compared to that of men. In terms of economic 
inequality, the wealth gap between America’s richest and 
poorest households has more than doubled ever since 1989 
[6]. We hope to examine this discrimination in the medical 
ield, in a situation where any form of bias could have heavy 

implications on a patient’s survivability.

Objective

Given the health crisis over the course of the previous 3 
years, our aim is to develop and utilize more advanced and 
thorough techniques within the realm of machine learning 
to provide a clear picture of the treatment and possible 
mistreatment of speci ic demographics of patients in the 
hospital setting. We will use data analysis to examine the 
prioritization of certain ethnic groups/communities. Hospital 
disposition includes how a patient is likely to be directed or 
advised in the hospital setting. We aim to reveal whether or not 
one’s treatment and hospital disposition (including admission 
and discharge rate) shows bias connected with one’s racial 
ethnicity, gender, sex, employment or insurance status, or age.

Literature review
Previous studies such as that of Jacob M. Vigil, et al. utilize 

statistical techniques on collected pain intensity rating, 
which revealed that African Americans and Latino Americans 
displayed a much higher degree of pain in licted by their 
diseases than their Caucasian counterparts in the same level 
of prioritization in Emergency Room admittances [7].

According to a review article written by Anke Samulowitz 
et. al, physicians were more likely to be dismissive of chronic, 
long-term pain that was reported by female patients than that 
from male patients.

The authors speculate that this has contributed to 
environments that fostered miscommunication and 
decreased trust between physicians and female patients [8]. 
Furthermore, based on a review article by Woo Suk, et al., 
the overall hospital admission risk was 29.7% and decreased 
by triage level. ED visits were iltered for exclusion criteria 
to yield 560,486 records, 13% of which were excluded due 
to dispositions other than admission and discharge [9]. 
Additionally, a study by Chet D. Schrader and Lawrence 
M. Lewis concluded that African Americans were subject 
to longer wait times than their Caucasian counterparts in 
the emergency department [10]. Finally, a paper by Cynthia 
Arslanian-Engoren inds that age and gender can play a role in 
triage decisions. It hypothesizes that factors such as “nursing 
knowledge and experience, practice environment, intuition, 
the fear of liability, and gender-speci ic behaviors” may play 
a role in the evaluation, treatment, and decisions made by ED 
nurses during the triaging process [11].

Materials and methods
Data preprocessing

We utilized a dataset obtained from Kaggle [12] which 
consisted of de-identi ied patient data at a triage facility. 
Each patient had 972 features associated with them. Among 
the most signi icant were: “ESI”, “Age”, “Gender”, “Ethnicity”, 
“Race”, “Employment Status”, and “Insurance Status”. Since 
we only focused on these factors a limitation we had was 
that other factors could also be impactful. We condensed the 
original dataset to include the features described above in 
addition to some others we found notable. In order to prevent 
creating any data points arti icially, we excluded any patients 
that contained a null value for any feature.

The majority of the dataset was composed of Caucasian 
patients, who made up about 53% of the dataset, while Native 
Hawaiian or Other Paci ic Islander patients made up only 
about 0.066% of the dataset (Figure 1).

We then trained models that could predict whether or 
not a patient is admitted to a hospital. Subsequently, we 
incorporated SHAP [13] values to interpret which features 
the model prioritized when making a prediction. A limitation 
with SHAP was that it is normally not used for casual inference 
which is similar to what we did here discovering bias. 

[https://towardsdatascience.com/the-limitations-of-
shap-703f34061d86].

Training

We trained a k-Nearest-Neighbors (KNN) classi ier [14], 
a decision tree classi ier [15], and a random forest classi ier 
[16], with their corresponding F1 scores and model accuracies 
displayed in Table 1. The main reason on why we decided to 
use the KNN classi ier is that it does not require training data.

Figure 1: A pie chart displaying race distribution from the dataset.
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[https://machinelearninginterview.com/topics/machine-
learning/how-does-knn-algorithm-work-what-are-the-
advantages-and-disadvantages-of-knn/].

F1-score

The F1-score [17] is used to evaluate models based on 
their predictions. It is de ined as the harmonic mean between 
precision and recall. Precision is de ined as the number of 
true positives a model predicts divided by the total number 
of positives the model predicts, and recall is de ined as the 
number of true positives the model predicted divided by all 
samples that should have been predicted positive.

Based on the de inition of harmonic mean the equation of 
the F1-score is:

-1 -1

21= = 1recall +precision ( )
2

TPF
TP FP FN 

Random forest

Random forest is a machine learning algorithm within 
the category of ensemble learning [18] which makes use of 
multiple decision trees, each weaker than the entire classi ier, 
along with bootstrapping [19], where individual trees get 
smaller datasets via sampling from the original dataset, and 
feature randomness, where each tree gets a randomly selected 
subset of features to train on. The random forest algorithm 
takes the predictions from its decision trees and performs a 
majority vote, outputting a inal prediction. Due to this process 
being conducted on a variety of uncorrelated decision trees, 
random forest algorithms tend to perform better than stand-
alone decision tree algorithms. Moreover, it is more resistant 
to outliers, and its architecture corrects for decision trees’ 
tendency to over it data. We decided to go with this model 
as it is more accurate than other models such as decision 
trees and also has more complex visualization [https://
www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2020/05/decision-tree-vs-
random-forest-algorithm/#:~:text=The%20random%20
forest%20has%20complex,is%20more%20accurate%20
in%20predictions.].

Shap values

Shap Values [20] is an algorithm that identi ies features 
with the highest importance in machine learning models [21] 
to provide greater transparency as to which factor carried 
the greatest weight in overall result determination. For our 
purposes, we implemented Shap Values on the previously 
detailed Random Classi ication Algorithm to identify which 
pieces of information provided by the patient in luenced the 
hospital triaging system the greatest.

Dataset slicing and manipulation

To test the effects of a patient’s sex on hospital triaging, 
we split our main dataset into one containing the data of only 
male patients, and the other containing the data of only female 
patients.

With regards to assessing the impact of a given patient’s 
employment status on their hospital disposition, we split the 
main dataset into four categories of employment: ‘Full Time’, 
‘Unemployed’, ‘Part Time’, ‘Retired’.

Additionally, to examine the impact of one’s insurance 
status on their disposition within the hospital setting, we 
split the main dataset into one containing data from patients 
utilizing the Medicaid insurance program and one containing 
data from patients who have access to private insurance to 
assist with covering their medical costs.

We also considered the impact of a given patient’s English-
speaking ability on their disposition within the hospital 
setting by splitting the main dataset into one containing 
data belonging to patients whose main language was English 
and one containing data belonging to patients whose main 
language was not English.

The ages in the dataset ranged from 18 to 108. We de ined 
four age groups that we assigned patients: “18 to 24”, “25 
to 39”, “40 to 64”, and “65 plus”. We divided the dataset into 
smaller datasets that contained every combination of ESI 
value and age range.

With regards to dividing our dataset into its training, 
testing, and validating counterparts, we adhered to an 80%, 
10%, and 10% split proportion to the train, test, and validate 
our model, respectively.

To address the potential overrepresentation of Caucasian 
patients and the potential underrepresentation of other 
minority ethnicities, we considered the implementation of a 
Balanced Random Classi ier (BRC). However, we found vastly 
more consistent and accurate results with the Random forest 
classi ier when compared to the BRC.

Shap value implementation

We then ran a SHAP analysis on each one of these datasets 
to see which features played the biggest role in the model’s 
decision for each category.

Results
As displayed in Figure 2, compared to females, males’ age 

has a greater impact on admission into hospitals. In addition, 
for men, the method of transportation (arrival mode) had a 
greater effect on hospital admission than insurance status. 
While women’s insurance status in luenced admission to 
a hospital more than their mode of transportation (arrival 
mode).

Table 1: This table displays the respective F1 scores and Accuracies of 3 Machine 
learning algorithms. 

 F1 Accuracy
Random forest 0.714 0.763
Decision Tree 0.698 0.698

kNN 0.696 0.751
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Employment status

As depicted by Figure 3, for full-time employees, their 
employment status was the third most considered factor; 
however, for the unemployed patients, their employment 
status was the 5th most considered factor, meaning that for 
the employed patients, our model took the fact that they 
were employed more into consideration. In addition, for the 
unemployed patients, their race had more weight when the 
model made its decision compared to the full-time patients. 
More speci ically, for unemployed patients, the model ranked 
their race as the 6th most important factor, while for the full-
time patients, the model ranked their race as the 8th most 
important factor.

Insurance status

For patients with private insurance, their insurance status 
was the most important factor, even toppling ESI, that the 
model considered when making a prediction for a patient, 
suggesting that hospitals mainly consider a person’s ability 

to pay for people capable of paying for their own medical 
treatment in the patient’s admission or discharge, as shown 
by Figure 4.

English speaking ability

As shown by Figure 5, our model essentially did not 
consider a patient’s English speaking ability and luency in 
determining the patient’s rank in the hospital triaging system.

Grouping by Age & ESI

A patient with an ESI 1 is classi ied as a patient that 
needs immediate, life-saving interventions [22]. Based on the 
computations by the SHAP analysis, we can see that, when 
given a patient with an ESI of 1, the model prioritizes, for 
the most part, their ESI, their age, their arrival mode, their 
insurance status, and their employment status. When looking 
at how the model prioritizes the race of a patient, Figure 6 
illustrates that race is more prioritized for the age range of 18-
39, but not by that big of a margin.

Sex  

Male Data  Female Data 

 

Figure 2: Comparison of gender using 500 samples (SHAP).

Full-Time Employed Patients Unemployed Patients 

Figure 3: Comparison of employment status using 500 samples (SHAP).
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Patients with Medicaid Patients with Private Insurance 

Figure 4: Comparison of insurance status using 500 samples (SHAP).

Patients Fluent in English  Patients not Fluent in English 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of English-speaking ability using 500 samples (SHAP).

 

Figure 6: Feature importance of data containing ES1=1 patients across 4 age groups using 200 samples.
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Discussion
From our data, we found a severe correlation amongst 

several of our tested factors of the patient’s Sex, Employment 
Status, Insurance Status, and Age and disposition within 
the hospital theatre. One notable factor that did not yield 
a signi icant difference in its impact on the hospital triage 
system was English Speaking Ability. This may be in part due 
to enhanced technological capabilities or reduced language 
barriers as a result of personalized healthcare providers. 
Either way, this signals that potential language barriers can 
easily be overcome with virtually no effect on a patient’s 
likelihood of or timing for being admitted or discharged from 
a hospital.

However, analysis with SHAP values yielded that the factors 
of Sex, Insurance Status, Age, and ESI [23] carried heavy 
weight in the process of Hospital Triaging. To summarize our 
results, Males were likely prioritized over female patients. 
Patients with private insurance or who could pay out of pocket 
for their medical costs were prioritized greatly over those 
reliant on Medicaid Insurance. And for patients under 40, race 
was a more signi icant factor for Hospitals in determining 
their triage placement than for patients above the age of 
40 normalized for the same level of Emergency Severity 
Index. Overall, our data suggest that, over the past 8 years, 
implicit bias against certain patient demographic groups is 
very much prevalent in the American medical system, which 
points toward future measures that should be taken to curb 
the effects of medical systematic bias. Given the increasing 
relevance of more machine learning-based applications and 
tools within the scope of the medical ield, it is important to 
address the fact that faulty training of machines is in luential 
in the decision-making process of hospital priority to ensure 
the integrity of healthcare equity in the US.

Future works

The future steps that should be taken in our research 
would include further identifying more groups of bias. In the 
future, we would hope to conclude our studies and ind more 
examples of bias in the dataset. We also hope to ind a data set 
that is more recent so we could continue with our analysis to 
see if anything has changed in the past few years. Along with 
continuing our study, we would like to continue to ind bias in 
other sections including but not limited to race.

Conclusion
We believe that the same implicit bias against certain social 

groups or demographics evident in hospital triaging systems 
re lects the similar causes for the rise of police brutality, which 
is largely driven by data of certain racial groups as it pertains 
to crime rates. Similarly, as hospital triaging softwares are 
algorithms based purely on past data and records, it is expected 
that there should exist some sort of skewness in prioritization 
programs in deciding which patients to admit or discharge 
next. In addition, to address this issue, government action may 

be required to help guarantee equal access to medical facilities 
to all individuals and citizens to foster the development of 
more representative hospital datasets, the training grounds of 
our current and future healthcare-assisting machine learning 
algorithms.

Data availability

The source code for this project, as well as links for our 
trained models and dataset, are available at https://github.
com/pting302/AI_for_Bias_Detection_Healthcare.
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